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Abstract: Water Screen is leap forward innovation that permits projection of amazing 
pictures noticeable all around. It is as of now the main stroll through projection screen. 
You can actually utilize the air as your UI by contacting just the air with your uncovered 
hands. The screen is made by utilizing a suspended mist producing gadget with no casing 
around, and works with video projectors. The haze they use is dry, so it doesn't make you 
wet regardless of whether you remain under the Fog Screen gadget for quite a while. The 
mist is made of normal water without any synthetic substances what soever. With two 
projectors, you can extend various pictures on the two sides of the screen. It is a showcase 
gadget which is the use of PC designs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by sci-fi motion pictures, for example, Star Wars, two Finnish augmented 
simulation scientists made the Fog Screen to reproduce a portion of the impacts from these 
films, in actuality[1].  

Mist Screen is an energizing new projection innovation that permits to extend pictures and 
video onto a screen of "dry" haze, making the dream that the pictures are skimming in mid-
air  

Haze Screen is the world's first irrelevant stroll through projection screen. Its Qualities, 
specifically the stroll through capacity, set Fog Screen separated from different showcases 
and hence made an apparently effective market for its items[2]–[7].  

The Fog Screen is an imaginative showcase innovation that takes into consideration 
projections on a slim layer of dry haze. Envision the customary draw down screen that is 
found in numerous study halls today. Rather than a screen being pulled down from the roof, 
mist is pushed down and held set up by a few little fans, taking into consideration a steady 
surface for presentation. 

2. WORKING 

Haze Screen is a licensed innovation, which Rakkolainen, one of the senior specialists and 
authors behind this innovation, portrays as,"… a unimportant projection screen that 
comprises of air and a little moistness, and empowers amazing anticipated pictures in meager 
air, just as numerous new applications.”  

Mist Screen is an energizing new projection innovation that enables you to extend pictures 
and video onto a screen of "dry" mist, making the figment that the pictures are gliding in 
midair. Haze Screen is a simply that, a 2D projection screen, however not a typical hazy 
screen like many others in the market, rather an unimportant screen. The word unimportant in 
connection to show frameworks alludes to those that make that feeling of symbolism drifting 
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in mid-air, for the most part made utilizing water, smoke or mist. Haze screen is one such 
unimportant screen and uses the technique for haze on which to extend symbolism[8].  

The Fog Screen is an imaginative showcase innovation that takes into account projections on 
a dainty layer of dry haze. Envision the customary draw down screen that is found in 
numerous study halls today. Rather than a screen being pulled down from the roof, mist is 
pushed down and held set up by a few little fans, taking into account a predictable surface for 
presentation[9]–[13]. A client may basically remain back and see the material yet can 
likewise reach or stroll through the mist. A client may likewise associate with articles showed 
in the mist with the utilization of an info gadget like an information glove, a followed wand, 
or just utilizing hands (see Technical Analysis).  

As of now, there are just nine Fog Screens accessible on the planet. Mist Screen is an 
energizing new projection innovation that enables you to extend pictures and video onto a 
screen of "dry" mist, making the deception that the pictures are gliding in midair. You can 
actually utilize the air as your UI by contacting just the air with your uncovered hands. The 
screen is made by utilizing a suspended mist creating gadget with no casing around, and 
works with video projectors.  

The mist they use is dry, so it doesn't make you wet regardless of whether you remain under 
the Fog Screen gadget for quite a while. The haze is made of conventional water without any 
synthetic substances at all. The Fog Screen is a showcase innovation that as opposed to 
utilizing a customary screen utilizes a dainty layer of dry mist as the presentation surface. The 
framework begins with water that is held in an enormous plastic holder or originates from a 
customary water pipe. This water is drawn through a plastic cylinder by means of a little 
motor. Clients can control the thickness and stream of the mist and the quality of the 
sandwiching airstreams.  

With two projectors, we can extend various pictures on the two sides of the screen. The Fog 
Screen is another development which makes items appears to show up and move in slight air! 
It is a screen you can stroll through! The Fog Screen is made by utilizing a suspended mist 
producing gadget; there is no edge around the screen. The establishment is simple: simply 
supplant the customary screen with Fog Screen. We don't have to transform whatever else – it 
works with standard video projectors. The mist we are utilizing is dry, so it doesn't make you 
wet regardless of whether you remain under the Fog Screen gadget for quite a while.  

The mist is made of common water without any synthetic substances at all. With two 
projectors, you can extend various pictures on the two sides of the screen fresh, and shielded 
from choppiness. . All the significant standards of Fog Screen innovation have patent 
pending. The essential segments of the screen are a laminar, on-tempestuous wind stream, 
and a slim mist screen made along these lines, the haze screen is an interior piece of the 
laminar wind current, and stays dainty and choppiness. 

3. FORMATION OF FOG SCREEN 

• It is framed by utilizing standard faucet water and computerized innovation like ultrasonic 
gadget to make a slender layer of dry haze which is sandwiched between two air-draperies.  

• The haze is made by suspended mist producing gadget.  

• The haze is comprised of common faucet water without any synthetic substances  
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Mist Screen makes a "dry" haze by guaranteeing that the water beads are in the scope of 2-3 
microns in size and are electro statically charged with the goal that they move around and 
away from different articles. The haze is made inside the gadget utilizing water and ultrasonic 
waves. On the off chance that you hold your hands in the mist stream, the mist feels dry and 
cool, and your hands don't get wet[14].  

After the screen is framed, pictures can be anticipated onto it. The screen can be translucent 
or completely misty. The mist we are utilizing is dry, so it doesn't make you wet regardless of 
whether you remain under the Fog Screen gadget for quite a while. The haze is made of 
normal water without any synthetic compounds at all. With two projectors, you can extend 
various pictures on the two sides of the screen. The organizers of the Fog Screen were 
captivated with the possibility of making a picture that could skim noticeable all around and 
that individuals could stroll through (that is the Princess Leia impact).  

They set out to make an anticipated picture coast noticeable all around by utilizing various 
media, for example, dust, water, haze. And afterward a fog of little water beads. They at that 
point needed to emphasize their structure over and over to guarantee that individuals would 
not get wet and that the Fog Screen could work inside an expansive scope of natural 
conditions. The ultrasonic transducer is utilized to isolate the water into little and small water 
beads as the mist which we are utilizing here is totally dry and it is light. In the event that we 
will take ale water beads, at that point it will make wet haze which can't be utilized in the 
arrangement of screen. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Mist Screen has been effectively utilized in this worldwide occasions:  

1. Diversion (live appears, live shows, night clubs, arrange creations, private gatherings ie. 
Disney Enchanted Tour, Eurovision, Harrah's, Cirque de Soleil, MGM Grand, twentieth 
Century Fox)  

2. Brand advancements (P&G, Diesel, Victoria's Secret. Bud light/Maxim Tour, Xbox)  

3. Expos and display occasions (Nokia, Motorola, Sony, Siemens)  

4. Amusement parks (Key US amusement parks)  

5. Historical centers and Science Centers (Palais de la Découverte, Taiwan National 
Museum) 
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